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Abstract
We present an overview of pulsed THz emission and detection schemes and
give results of a highly efficient, water-cooled, semi-large aperture THz
emitter. Using electro-optic detection we obtain a dynamic range of more
than 5000 in a total measurement time of 20 ms, which represents the
highest dynamic range for THz emitters centred around femtosecond laser
oscillators to date. We find that the detection sensitivity is completely
determined by the photon shot-noise of the probe laser beam. As an
application of our efficient THz emitter, we present the first measurement of
a phonon resonance in a THz apertureless scanning near-field optical
microscopy measurement.

1. Introduction

The terahertz (THz) region of the electromagnetic spectrum
is the region between 0.1 and 10 THz. In recent years, this
frequency range has become increasingly popular, in part due
to applications of THz radiation to imaging and spectroscopy
[1–3] made possible by advances in techniques to generate
and detect THz radiation. Of the many available THz sources,
such as the free-electron laser or, more recently, the quantum
cascade laser [4], the one that has had the most scientific
impact so far is the broadband pulsed THz source. This source
is centred around an ultrashort-pulse laser which generates
THz pulses, either in a process called optical rectification
or in a photoconductive switch, as will be explained in the
next section. A typical THz electric field as a function of
time, generated and detected with an ultrashort laser pulse, is
shown in figure 1(a), and the corresponding power spectrum
is shown in figure 1(b). Details on how these pulses can be
generated and detected will be discussed below. An obvious
consideration in the generation of THz radiation appears to
be the required THz power. However, we wish to emphasize
that for most applications where linear absorption is studied,
a more important concern is dynamic range and signal to
noise. If a source is weak, while simultaneously the detector is
extremely sensitive, the dynamic range of the system can still
be excellent. This should be remembered when comparing
generation/detection systems which are based on different
techniques. This paper focuses on the photoconductive
switch as the preferred source of THz pulses and electro-
optic sampling as the method for detecting these pulses. The
combination of the two has shown to be an excellent system,

albeit not the only system, having a superior measurement
dynamic range. As an application of a high dynamic range THz
emission/detection system, we show near-field spectroscopic
measurements of the phonon resonance of a CsI crystal of sub-
wavelength dimensions. The paper is organized as follows:
in section 2, a brief historical overview is given of pulsed
THz generation techniques. In section 3 an overview is given
of papers discussing the two main coherent, gated detection
techniques, namely photoconductive sampling and electro-
optic detection. In section 4, we present our generation and
detection set-up which constitutes a high dynamic range THz
emission/detection system. Finally, in section 5, we show
an application of such a system to the area of apertureless
near-field scanning optical microscopy.

2. Pulsed THz sources

Optical rectification is a technique in which a suitable optical
crystal ‘rectifies’ the rapidly oscillating electric field of the
laser pulse to generate a quasi-dc polarization P(t) which
follows the pulse envelope. If the laser pulse envelope is a
Gaussian in time, then so is the polarization. Such a time-
dependent optical polarization will radiate an electromagnetic
transient which, in the far-field, can be written as E(t) ∝
∂2P/∂t2. The earliest optical rectification experiments were
performed by Yang et al [5] in a LiNbO3 nonlinear optical
crystal. Later, other groups applied the optical rectification
technique to different nonlinear crystals such as LiTaO3 [6–8],
GaAs [9, 10], GaSe [11, 12] and others, and used femtosecond
laser pulses to increase the generated THz bandwidth [13, 11].
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. (a) Measured THz electric field generated in a biased semi-insulating sample of GaAs using a reflection geometry. (b) Power
spectrum of the pulse shown in (a).

Optical rectification, however, falls short when higher
power THz pulses are required at frequencies below
approximately 3 THz. For this, the photoconductive switch
method is more suitable. In this method, two electrodes are
fabricated on the surface of a semiconductor. A bias voltage
is applied to the two electrodes and the region between the
two electrodes is subsequently illuminated with a femtosecond
laser pulse. This pulse creates electron–hole pairs in the
semiconductor which begin to move under the influence of
the applied field, resulting in a rapidly rising current. This
current surge generates an electromagnetic transient according
to E(t) ∝ ∂J/∂t , which contains frequency components in
the THz range. There have been many reports describing
THz pulse generation using a photoconductive switch. In
most reports, laser oscillators were used which emit pulses
with durations ranging from 10 to 100 fs at repetition rates of
typically 60 to 100 MHz, and average powers ranging from
10 to 900 mW. Fattinger and Grischkowsky were the first to
use a (sapphire) lens to efficiently couple THz pulses from
a strip line [14] into free space [15, 16]. van Rudd and
Mittleman [17] studied the THz emission patterns of lens-
coupled photoconductive emitters, and Uhd Jepsen et al [18]
studied the electron dynamics responsible for the emission
of THz pulses from photoconductive emitters. van Exter
and Grischkowsky reported a THz power of 38 nW using a
photoconducting antenna emitter [19]. Cai et al observed
that when the laser pulses are focused on small spot sizes
near sharp metal electrodes, the THz emission is enhanced
relative to the emission observed with regular electrodes [20].
A possible explanation was given by the occurrence of trap-
enhanced electric fields near the anode which were observed
in [21]. Cai et al reported a THz power of 2.7 µW, but due
to an erroneous calculation of the THz electric-field strength
in their electro-optic detection set-up (they should have used
equation (1) in section 4), a value which is about seven times
smaller, is more realistic [22]. Darmo et al reported 7 µW of
THz power from an intracavity, biased Lt-GaAs emitter grown
on a Bragg mirror [23]. Andrews et al reported 30 µW of
THz power from biased semi-insulating GaAs in an optimized
geometry involving excitation of the material with a stripe-
like focus [24]. Using water cooling, THz powers of more
than 40 µW were generated in a semi-insulating GaAs emitter
with silver paint electrodes, the highest values reported to date
for emitters pumped by high repetition rate laser pulses [25].
Water cooling reduces thermal runaway effects and allows
higher electric fields to be applied between the electrodes.

Using low-temperature grown GaAs as the photoconductive
switch material, it was recently shown that ultra broadband
THz pulses with frequencies up to 35 THz could be generated
with a relatively high efficiency [26]. Two-photon excitation
was recently used to generate THz pulses in a biased sample of
polycrystalline ZnSe, which, in spite of its large bandgap, has
a relatively small effective electron mass [27]. No numbers
for the signal strength were given though.

Instead of using an externally applied bias field across two
electrodes, it is also possible to use the built-in field, which
has a direction perpendicular to the surface of a semiconductor,
as the ‘bias voltage’ that accelerates the electrons and holes
[28–33]. A variety of semiconductor surface-field emitters has
been studied, such as GaAs, InP, InAs, InSb [30] and thermally
treated GaSb [34]. Of these surface field emitters, InAs is the
most efficient. This is due to the high electron mobility in InAs
which, in part, is caused by its low effective electron mass
giving rise to strong carrier acceleration [35, 36]. It was also
discovered that magnetic fields have the ability of enhancing
the THz electric fields emitted by the surface emitters. Initial
reports [36] overestimated the emitted powers but a strong
enhancement occurs nonetheless [38]. Again, the highest
emitted THz powers were reported for InAs. Eventually, an
explanation for the enhancement was found: the magnetic
field reorients the surface dipole created by the accelerated
carriers to generate a component parallel to the surface which
radiates more easily into free space [39]. Interestingly enough,
an effective change in the dipole orientation was obtained
by Johnston et al, not by applying a magnetic field but by
attaching a prism to the surface of the InAs so that the induced
THz dipole also has a strong component parallel to the prism
surface [40]. THz radiation can also be emitted by applied
fields in p–i–n structures. Here, as is the case for bulk surface
emitters, the fields are also perpendicular to the crystal surface.
At low temperatures, it was observed that the peak frequency
of the emitted THz pulses shifts to higher values caused by
increasing plasma frequencies when the doping or excitation
densities are increased [41, 42]. In a different experiment
it was observed that when very strong fields are applied and
when laser pulses as short as 12 fs are used to illuminate the
p–i–n structures, strong THz pulses were generated containing
frequencies up to 70 THz [43, 59]! It should be noted that high
frequency, and thus short wavelength, THz pulses are easier
to focus on smaller spot sizes and thus give rise to higher field
strengths.

Semiconductor quantum wells can also emit THz pulses
after illumination by femtosecond laser pulses. This was
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shown for a system consisting of two coupled wells [44]
in which the superposition of two quantum states which are
delocalized over the two wells gives rise to a charge oscillating
back and forth between the two wells. THz radiation was also
observed from a system consisting of many coupled quantum
wells. In such a superlattice, after optical excitation, Bloch
oscillations were observed which emitted THz radiation [45].
However, also single quantum wells were shown to emit THz
pulses due to quantum beats between the light and the heavy-
hole band or just by the excitation of displaced electrons
and holes in the biased quantum wells [46, 47]. Generally
speaking though, the electric-field strengths generated in these
semiconductor heterostructures are relatively small compared
to the field strengths generated by bulk surface-field emitters
or by photoconductive switches.

So far, all of the THz emitters discussed above were
driven by high repetition rate pulses from femtosecond
laser oscillators. Higher THz electric-field strengths can
be generated by using low-repetition rate, high peak power,
laser pulses to illiminate InP [48–50] or GaAs [51, 53]
photoconductive switches. By increasing the illuminated
area on a photoconductive switch, thus creating a large-
aperture emitter, THz powers up to 0.8 µJ were reported [51].
Using optical rectification in GaSe, broadband electric-field
transients with amplitudes of several megavolts per centimetre
were recently reported [52].

To date, for high-repetition rate lasers systems,
photoconductive emitters appear to be the most efficient. As
we will argue below, these emitter provide the highest dynamic
range possible as far as pulsed THz emission/detection
systems are concerned.

3. Detection of THz pulses

3.1. Photoconductive sampling

THz detection systems for pulsed THz sources can roughly
be divided into three classes: bolometric detection,
photoconductive detection and electro-optic (EO) detection.
The first will not be discussed in detail here. In essence a
bolometer is a heat detector, but its sensitivity for detecting
THz pulses is smaller than that of the other two detection
techniques [51]. Photoconductive detection and electro-
optic detection are both gated, coherent, detection techniques.
Gated means that a laser pulse is used as a gate which
‘opens’ and ‘closes’ the detector and allows the detection of
THz radiation. With femtosecond laser pulses, the detection
system thus resembles a femtosecond box-car integrator. In
both techniques, the gated nature of the detection suppresses
the effect of thermal background noise: during the time
that the detector is ‘on’ thermal photons can practically be
ignored. The word coherent is taken to mean that both the
absolute phase and amplitude of the THz pulse are measured.
Historically, photoconductive detection was the first coherent
technique employed for the detection of pulsed THz radiation
by Fattinger and Grischkowsky [16]. In a photoconductive
receiver, a piece of implanted silicon-on-sapphire or a similar
material with a short carrier lifetime, is illuminated with a short
probe laser pulse. For an ultrashort time <1 ps, the material
becomes conducting and a current is generated proportional to

the instantaneous value of the THz electric field. By varying
the time delay between the probe laser pulse and the THz
pulse while measuring the current, the full THz electric field
as a function of time is obtained. An excellent and detailed
analysis of such a photoconductive emitter/detector system is
given in [19].

3.2. Electro-optic sampling

In electro-optic sampling, the THz electric field induces a
birefringence in an electro-optic crystal. Using a synchronized
probe laser pulse, the THz-induced birefringence elliptically
polarizes the probe pulse, where the amount of ellipticity is
directly proportional to the instantaneous value of the THz
electric field for a particular time delay between the probe and
the THz pulse. The amount of ellipticity is then determined
by sending the probe pulse through a quarter wave plate
and a Wollaston prism, which separates the two orthogonal
components of the polarization ellipse. The two components
are measured with a differential detector, whose signal is then
directly proportional to the THz E-field value. The first electro-
optic detection of free-space THz pulses was performed in
LiTaO3 [54] and ZnTe [55]. Rapid advances in EO-detection
led to significant increases in both the sensitivity and the
detection bandwidth of the technique [56–61]. It was shown
that in the EO crystal ZnTe, phase matching can occur between
the probe laser pulse and the THz pulse [62]. Phase matching
occurs when the group velocity of the probe laser pulse equals
the phase velocity of the THz pulse. Various aspects of the
EO detection process have been described in detail by various
groups. The EO detection efficiency, for example, is a function
of EO crystal orientation and also of probe-beam polarization
and propagation direction [63–66]. Generally for EO crystals,
such as ZnTe and GaP, it can be shown that for THz field
polarized parallel to the EO-crystal surface, the (1 1 0) crystal
orientation is the optimum crystal orientation. Other groups
performed calculations and measurements taking the effects
of phonon absorption and phase matching into account, which
is essential to understand the frequency response of the EO
detection system [67, 68].

3.3. EO sampling versus photoconductive sampling

The question naturally arises, which detection technique is
more suitable for the detection of THz pulses. There have been
few studies comparing the two methods [22, 69, 70]. They all
conclude that the two methods are more or less comparable,
having similar sensitivities. EO detection has the disadvantage
that absorption by phonons, and etalon effects can distort the
THz pulses. On the other hand, for linear spectroscopy one
typically measures changes in the THz signal which cancels
distortions caused by the EO detection process. This becomes
difficult, however, when the absorption decreases the signal
to below the noise floor. EO detection on the other hand has
been shown to be able to detect frequencies as high as 70 THz
[59] and requires no micro-fabrication facilities. This inherent
simplicity of the electro-optic detection scheme has made it
the detection scheme of our choice.
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Figure 2. (a) Electro-optic detection set-up. (b) Differential
detector electronics. (c) Schematic picture of the water-cooled THz
emitter, with crescent-shaped silverpaint electrodes.

3.4. THz power considerations

In section 1 it was already mentioned that for linear
spectroscopy, dynamic range and signal to noise are more
meaningful quantities than the absolute THz power. There
is also a practical reason why quoting absolute powers is
often not as meaningful: absolute power measurements are
notoriously difficult at THz frequencies, and are sometimes
wrong by orders of magnitude [36]. One explanation for
this is that bolometers used for power measurements are not
always well calibrated, making comparisons with the results
of other groups hazardous. In that sense, quoting only the
dynamic range for the system or, for electro-optic sampling,
the differential signal �I/I , may be more useful.

4. The photoconductive emitter and electro-optic
detection

In this section, we will describe our THz emission and
detection set-up which is based on combining a semi-large
aperture GaAs emitter with EO detection. The term semi-
large here is meant to convey that the electrode separation is
of the order of the wavelength of the emitted radiation. The
femtosecond laser used in our experiments is from Femtolasers
Produktions, Austria. It generates 450 mW of average power,
and produces 15 fs pulses with a 72 MHz repetition rate and
a centre wavelength of 775 nm. The emitter is a crystal of
SI-GaAs (MCP Wafer Technology Ltd), which has a dark
resistivity of more than 5 × 107 � cm. On the surface of
the semiconductor, two crescent-shaped silverpaint electrodes
(figure 2(c)) are painted with a smallest separation of 0.4 mm.
Two hundred milliwatt of average laser power is focused on a

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) Measured THz electric field as a function of time.
(b) Signal measured when no THz radiation is present. The total
scan time of each measurement is 20 ms.

120 µm diameter spot size on the emitter, roughly in between
the electrodes. The sample is glued, using silverpaint, on
two 2 mm thick and 1 cm wide copper strips, separated by
2 mm. Each copper strip forms a contact to one silverpaint
electrode only. When the GaAs is illuminated, an average
electrical power of about 5 W is dissipated in the crystal.
The copper strips are therefore connected to a water-cooled
copper block using an electrically insulating but thermally
conductive sheet. A 50 kHz, ±400 V square wave ac bias
voltage is applied to the emitter. Within the measurement
bandwidth, no electronic noise is generated by the emitter.
A silicon hyperhemispherical lens is glued on the back of
the crystal to focus the, initially strongly divergent, emitted
radiation in a more forward direction. The optical path of
the vertically polarized THz beam is shown in figure 2(a).
After reflecting from several paraboloidal mirrors, the THz
beam passes through a 2 mm thick piece of polystyrene foam.
The polystyrene foam has a refractive index of 1.017 and
an absorption coefficient of less than 1 cm−1 for frequencies
below 4 THz, and is thus nearly completely transparent in this
frequency range, while blocking any remaining near-infrared
‘leaking’ around the emitter [71]. A small, gold-coated, right-
angle prism is glued onto the foam. The prism is used to
collinearly combine the THz pulse with a synchronized, time-
delayed, horizontally polarized probe pulse. Both the THz
beam and the probe beam are focused onto the detection
crystal, using a 5 cm focal length, gold-coated paraboloidal
mirror. We note that the THz beam waist in the detection
crystal is frequency dependent. As many frequencies are
present in the broadband THz pulse, no single beam waist can
be specified. The probe pulse beam waist is much smaller
than the beam waist of the highest THz frequency. The
detection process is based on standard electro-optic detection
using a quarter-wave plate, a Wollaston prism and a home-
built differential detector. The basic schematic of this detector
is shown in figure 2(b). The signal from the detector is first
sent through a 40–60 kHz bandpass filter (Stanford Research
Systems SR 650) and then to a lock-in amplifier (EG&G 7220
DSP) with an integration time of 20 µs. Finally, the output
signal from the lock-in then passes through a 10 kHz low-pass
filter (Stanford Research Systems SR 650) before it is being
measured by 16 bit ADCs from a digital signal processor
(Adwin Gold).

In figure 3(a), we plot the THz electric-field, measured
using a 1 mm thick (1 1 0) oriented ZnTe electro-optic crystal
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(Ingcrys Laser Systems Ltd). This electric-field scan was
obtained in a total time of 20 ms. The signal consists of roughly
a single cycle of the electric field followed by an oscillatory
signal which is caused by the absorption and the subsequent
re-emission of THz radiation by water vapour molecules in
the atmosphere. Although not shown here, the spectrum that
corresponds to these measurements extends to about 3.5 THz.
Higher frequencies up to 6 THz are generated by our emitter,
but can only be detected by using thinner EO crystals at the
expense of a smaller signal. In figure 3(b), we show the results
of a measurement when the bias voltage across the emitter
is switched off and no THz electric field is present. The
vertical scales in figures 3(a) and (b) can directly be compared,
showing the excellent dynamic range obtained with this set-up.
Defining the dynamic range as the peak value of the THz pulses
divided by the rms value of the noise floor, we obtain a number
of more than 5000 for this particular measurement. Note that
when we flush the atmosphere with dry nitrogen gas to reduce
absorption by water vapour, this number increases by more
than a factor of 2! This means that a measurement dynamic
range of more than 10 000 in a total measurement time of
20 ms is possible. The differential signal from the differential
detector is defined as �P/Pprobe = (P1 − P2)/(P1 + P2).
We find a peak value of �P/Pprobe = 1.5 × 10−2 for our
measurements. Using the expression [63]

�P

Pprobe
= ωn3ET Hzr41L

c
(1)

with r41 = 3.9 pm V−1 (ZnTe) the electro-optic coefficient,
n = 2.8 the refractive index, c the speed of light in vacuum,
ω the probe frequency and L the crystal length, we calculate
a peak THz electric field of about 200 V cm−1. Note that
equation (1) assumes perfect phase-matching and does not
contain the effects of group-velocity dispersion of the probe
pulse. The latter increases the probe pulse length and thus
limits the highest THz frequency that can still be detected to
roughly 3.5 THz assuming a 15 fs probe pulse and a 1 mm
detection crystal. An independent measurement of the THz
power is performed using a room-temperature pyroelectric
detector, consisting of a detector element (Eltec), without
window or coating, in conjunction with a home-built amplifier.
The detector was calibrated using the known power of a
helium–neon laser. We deduce an average THz power of
more than 100 µW. To our knowledge, this value, supported
by the large value of �P/Pprobe, represents the strongest THz
signal reported in the literature using a Ti:sapphire oscillator
as a pump source. Note however that this number should be
considered a rough estimate only, as we pointed out before
that absolute power measurements are difficult. A detailed
analysis of our detection system, has shown that the noise
floor observed in figure 3(b) is dominated by photon shot-
noise of the probe beam [25]. With 4.65 mW of average
probe power on each photodiode of the differential detector,
using the photodiode response of 0.49 A W−1, a current of
2.28 mA is generated. For the two photodiodes combined,
we find a shot-noise current of 3.82 × 10−11 A Hz−1/2. We
define the noise equivalent differential power (NEDP), as the
minimum detectable probe power difference �PNEDP, capable
of generating a current equal to the rms shot-noise current.

With B the measurement bandwidth, we find that the smallest
detectable differential power is given by

�PNEDP

Pprobe

√
B

= 8.4 × 10−9 Hz−1/2. (2)

We explicitly include the bandwidth B to emphasize that both
the NEDP and the dynamic range are meaningful numbers
only when the measurement bandwidth is stated. There are
several reasons why our emitter/detection system has such a
high dynamic range. Water cooling turned out to be decisive
factor in that it reduces thermal runaway effects which puts
a limit on the maximum voltage we can apply between the
two silverpaint electrodes. Modulating the voltage at a high
frequency is also useful for two reasons. The first is that at
50 kHz the noise from our differential detector is minimal,
as explained above. The second is that at these modulation
frequencies, higher voltages can be applied before electrical
breakdown occurs. In addition, modulating the voltage from
−400 V to +400 V, instead of from 0 V to +400 V also gives
a factor of 2 increase in signal. This is possible because a
THz amplitude, rather than power is measured, therefore the
THz field polarity and consequently the lock-in input signal
switches sign with the emitter bias voltage.

It should be noted that since the detection system is shot-
noise limited, the only way to increase the dynamic range of
our system is by increasing the output of the emitter, or by
increasing the probe optical power on the photodiodes. The
latter can easily be understood from the fact that shot-noise
increases with the square-root of the probe power, whereas the
signal increases linearly with the probe power. An increase in
the probe power thus gives rise to a square-root increase in the
dynamic range. We have in fact shown that it is possible to
illuminate the photodiodes with 15 mW of optical power each,
indeed giving an improved dynamic range.

It should be noted that a high dynamic range also presents
a measurement problem. To measure both the peak amplitude
and the noise floor (at time delays when the probe arrives in
the EO crystal before the THz pulse) with sufficient resolution,
high dynamic range electronics and ADCs are required. In
some cases we found oscillatory signals in our THz spectra
which we were able to trace back to a slight saturation in
the response of the analogue bandpass filter used to filter the
signal before it entered the lock-in. This saturation was caused
by the fact that we were using the filter for voltages close
to, and sometimes even over the specified maximum input
voltage for the filter. This led to a more flat-topped THz peak
which was unnoticeable in the time-domain data, but clearly
showed up as an oscillatory signal in the frequency domain
at frequencies above 1.5 THz where the THz power decreases
rapidly. When we decreased the input power somewhat, the
problem disappeared.

5. Application: THz near-field microscopy of CsI

To circumvent the diffraction limit in imaging, sometimes sub-
wavelength apertures are used to shrink the size of the light
source to improve the spatial resolution in microscopy [72].
As the term suggests, THz apertureless near-field scanning
optical microscopy (THz ANSOM) does not require apertures
to improve the spatial resolution [73]. THz ANSOM is a
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Figure 4. THz ANSOM set-up. A metal tip is held above a sample
(a CsI crystal). Directly underneath the crystal the THz electric field
elliptically polarizes the focused probe beam.
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Figure 5. Spectrum (a) and field (b) of THz pulses measured in the
near-field of a metal tip, with and without CsI crystal underneath the
metal tip. (c) Photograph of the CsI crystals observed under an
optical microscope. The white arrow and the black arrow
correspond to the positions where the near-field signals plotted as
the solid-lines and the dashed lines, were observed.

logical application area of efficient THz emitters as signals
are usually small [74]. In our THz ANSOM method, a THz
pulse is incident on a sharp metal tip held close to the surface
of a GaP electro-optic crystal. The incident THz pulse is
polarized parallel to the crystal surface. From the back of the
crystal, a probe pulse is tightly focused onto the front of the
crystal surface, directly underneath the metal tip. The (1 0 0)
orientation of the crystal ensures that only THz light polarized
perpendicularly to the crystal surface elliptically polarizes the
probe beam. This means the parallel polarized incident THz
beam is not observed in this set-up and that the method is thus
background free! Near the tip apex however, the THz field
lines are distorted and a perpendicular component develops.
This component is strongly localized near the tip apex to a
region of sub-wavelength dimensions [75, 76]. The set-up is
schematically shown in figure 4.

In figure 5, we plot the calculated spectrum (a) and
the corresponding measured electric fields (b) of the THz
signal with and without CsI crystal between the tip and the
probe beam. Each measurements is an average over 4000
scans giving a total measurement time of 80 s for each

measurement. The CsI crystal has a thickness of about 10 µm,
a length of about 100 µm and a width of about 20 µm. CsI
has an infrared-active phonon resonance at around 1.8 THz
[77, 78] which is clearly visible as an absorption increase at
that frequency in figure 5. The data represent the first report of
a spectroscopically resolved absorption line of a crystal having
sub-wavelength dimensions in a THz ANSOM experiment.
Note that the shape of the near-field data is very different
compared to the shape of the incident pulse (see figure 3). This
can be explained by the antenna properties of the tip which acts
much like a low-pass filter for the incident THz radiation [79].
It should be noted that as the near-field region is relatively
small, the effective interaction length between the probe pulse
and the THz near field is expected to be much shorter than
the crystal thickness. This partially explains why the observed
signals are nearly two orders of magnitude smaller than the
signals obtained in the emission/detection set-up described
in the previous section. However, due to the relatively high
efficiency of our THz emitter and due to the shot-noise limited
detection scheme, near-field signals with a dynamic range of
50–100 can be measured in a total scan time of 20 ms.

Although the THz emission and detection system reported
in this paper provides a relatively high power and dynamic
range, more efficient THz emitters are highly desirable. Many
applications, such as THz ANSOM, in which signals are
typically small, would benefit from a higher power THz source.

In conclusion, we have provided an overview of THz
emission and detection systems centred around ultrafast laser
oscillators. The system with the highest dynamic range
and emitted power to date consists of a water-cooled GaAs
photoconductive emitter in conjunction with a shot-noise
limited electro-optic detection scheme. An example is given
of an application of an efficient THz emitter in a THz ANSOM
experiment in which the first TO-phonon resonance of a
microscopically small crystal, with dimensions much smaller
than the wavelength, is observed.
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